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GOOD WILL EDUCATION FOUNDATION FOR ALL™

STAR CITIZENS

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
• To All Our Highest Civic Ideals •
Pledge I of III

We Star Citizens — aspiring to
healthy, happy, sustainable relationships,
societies, and environments for all — pledge
allegiance to all our Highest Civic Ideals!*
We declare these values of self-and-mutual
good will, respect, integrity, and wisdom
for all to share in lively awareness!** We
commit our best efforts to live peacefully,
creatively, compassionately, joyfully,
justly, and responsibly free — and in all
these quintessential positive qualities of
life, to live richly abundant in lasting love!

“With malice toward none, with charity for all…” — Historic U.S. Civil War President Abraham Lincoln • Integrative Series Author: Mr. Peter Bruce DuMont
* The complete set. Please see expanding STAR ALLIANCE Declarations & support materials; & THE UNITED NATIONS Bill of Human Rights & related documents.
** At every level of relationship, from intimates & families to communities, nations, & global affairs—encompassing the personal, social, cultural, economic, legal, & political.
Note that genuine, sustainable peace & love are defined inclusive of, honoring, willing, & working our best toward all our declared StarPoint™ civic principles & ideals.
ANYONE MAY DUPLICATE & SHARE THE LATEST STAR ALLIANCE STAR CITIZENS™ GOOD WILL VALUE DOCUMENTS, BUT NOT FOR UNAUTHORIZED SALE.
© 1985-2017 December 3rd • STAR ALLIANCE™ • GOOD WILL EDUCATION FOUNDATION FOR ALL™ • 72 words • www.STARALLIANCE.org • Tel: 510-540-8887
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GOOD WILL EDUCATION FOUNDATION FOR ALL™

STAR CITIZENS

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
• To All Our Highest Civic Ideals •
Pledge II of III • Variation

We Pledge Allegiance to all* our
Highest Civic Ideals — essential values and
principles supporting movement toward:
u n i v e r s a l , s e l f- a n d - m u t u a l g o o d w i l l ,
respect, integrity, fairness, compassion,
responsibility, and sustainability! We
pledge best efforts to live, learn, and relate
with mutual honesty, patience, forgiveness,
care, and esteem**; communicating,
cooperating, and celebrating f o r o p t i m a l
u n d e r s t a n d i n g , c r e a t i v i t y ; common and
complementary goals! Let us achieve healthy
relationships of peace, justice and mercy;
joy, happiness; and in all these positive
quintessential, qualities of life: lasting love!

“With malice toward none, with charity for all…” — Historic U.S. Civil War President Abraham Lincoln • Integrative Series Author: Mr. Peter Bruce DuMont
* The complete set. Please see expanding STAR ALLIANCE Documents & support materials & THE UNITED NATIONS Bill of Human Rights & related documents.
** At every level of relationship, from intimates & families to communities, nations, & the universal—encompassing the personal, social, economic, cultural, & political.
Note that genuine, sustainable peace & love are defined inclusive of, honoring, willing, & working our best toward all the declared StarPoint™ civic principles & ideals.
ANYONE MAY DUPLICATE & SHARE THE LATEST OFFICIAL STAR ALLIANCE CITIZENS’ GOOD WILL DOCUMENTS, BUT NOT FOR UNAUTHORIZED SALE.
© 1985-2017 Nov. 15 • STAR ALLIANCE™ • GOOD WILL EDUCATION FOUNDATION FOR ALL™ • 79 words • www.STARALLIANCE.org • Tel: 510-540-8887
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Aspirations • Offerings • Attitudes • Choices • Benefits

STAR CITIZENS

PLEDGE FOR ALLIANCE
• With All Our Highest Civic Ideals •
Pledge III of III • (Expanded)

With individuals, families, communities, nations, and peoples
everywhere — to improve and safeguard our lives, achievements, and positive
potentials together — we pledge our best efforts to align with a complete set*
of clearly-declared Highest Civic Ideals: self-and-mutual good will and wisdom
values — principles for all to learn and share in lively awareness! Empowered
in commitment to genuine, sustainable peace and love; let us weave together
with determination and hope: civil unity amidst magnificent creative diversity!
As all the fingers of the healthy hand harmonize in integrity —
each one protecting and serving its teammates and receiving vital support from
all others and the whole — may each and all of us try our best to respect,
protect, and support ourselves, our communities, our local environments, and
the universal society and environment upon which we all depend.
Responsibly and peacefully aligned in this way, we can achieve
and sustain security and healthier, happier lives together — rewarded with
creative liberties, lasting achievements, and fulfillment!
To facilitate this great endeavor, may everyone first meet all their
basic needs daily — including deep rest and energetic nourishment, effortlessly
gained; from inner, silent, transcendental consciousness.3 Thus refreshed,
supported, and unified; let us rise above our many differences, and the challenges
life offers everyone — Communicating, Cooperating, and Celebrating — with due
consistency and flexibility: for common and complementary goals! May each and
all of us apply all our Highest Civic Ideals in best balance and proportion to
each, unique situation.
Aiming always at optimum results — and to rebound apace from the
sting of setbacks, conflicts, and loss — to evolve good outcomes from any difficulty —
may we remain true to this profound commitment. Let everyone learn, practice, and
experience these ideals abundantly in life! Let us grow in secure, productive, fair, and
friendly relationships and communities at every level. And may fulfillment rest with all those
who do their best: towards responsible liberties, peace, justice, joy, and lasting love!
• “With malice toward none, with charity for all…” — Historic U.S. Civil War President Abraham Lincoln • Integrative Author: Mr. Peter Bruce DuMont •
* Please see STAR ALLIANCE Civic Declarations & support pages & materials; and THE UNITED NATIONS Bill of Human Rights & related documents.
Notes: 1) Genuine, sustainable peace and love are defined inclusive of, honoring, willing, & working toward all the declared StarPoint™: civic principles & ideals.
2) Celebrate can also imply maintaining teamwork. 3) An easy, evidence-based technique for transcending is available, separately & independently: www.tm.org
ANYONE MAY DUPLICATE & SHARE THE LATEST OFFICIAL STAR ALLIANCE CITIZENS’ GOOD WILL DOCUMENTS — BUT NOT FOR UNAUTHORIZED SALE.
© 1985—2017 December 3rd • STAR ALLIANCE™ dba STAR ALLIANCE GOOD WILL EDUCATION FOUNDATION FOR ALL™ • 317 words • www.STARALLIANCE.org • Tel: 510-540-8887

STAR ALLIANCE
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A VITAL MOVEMENT TOWARD UNIVERSAL CIVIC PEACE VALUES
• STAR ALLIANCE is a grassroots, not-for-profit educational initiative, dedicated
since 1985 to the service of everyone, through everyone! How is this realistic or even possible? By
offering Universal Civic Peace Values Education, Awareness, Inspiration, and Participation!
• What a concept! In an age of tremendous positive and negative potentials — the
latter including no less than Nuclear Winter — all people should not only be invited but realize they are
vital to this historic social process. The greatest stars of STAR ALLIANCE are nonpartisan, nonsectarian
civic principles — StarPoints™ of practical value that activate and support the universal Golden Rule.
All those who do their sincere best to learn and practice these principles qualify as Star Citizens™.
Everyone matters! Together we can save major personal and public resources and irreplaceable time
while increasing security and quality of life for everyone! Education for these values is self-reinforcing,
because it helps individuals and communities build better, healthier, happier lives and relationships —
from intimates and families to the entire Family of Humanity. These values can be promoted efficiently
through the Internet, and institutional channels such as nonprofit, educational, business, government,
and professional programs; schools, prisons, and media.
• Since 1985, your citizen-powered STAR ALLIANCE has created public Pledges,
Declarations, and The Vocabulary of Peace™. These can be integrated into social studies and language
classes everywhere. Public service announcements will double for classrooms and community outreach.
• Campaign Good Will™ aims to offer and promote STAR ALLIANCE good will and
wisdom ideals to everyone, everywhere! For this purpose, the organization will affiliate with a variety of
groups who endorse and honor the declared ideals. We will license the distinctive, meaningful
Arc of Rainbow Stars™ logo, our catchy name, and quality educational materials to participating
government agencies, private and nonprofit community organizations, United Nations NGO’s,
businesses and media: producers, writers, talent agencies, broadcast stations, and networks worldwide.
• You can help prepare for history! STAR ALLIANCE welcomes investments of
space, time, talent, and treasure. • 1) to help preserve and share our gritty and prestigious 32-year
history • 2) to develop, adapt, protect, and network our catalytic educational materials • 3) to
strengthen critical infrastructure, staffing, skills, and outreach.
• Please help establish the Foundation effectively. Volunteers and charitable
investors are welcome from around the globe. Angel volunteers, donors, and sponsors will give us
wings! Contributions are IRS tax-deductible in the U.S.; and any amount makes a difference. You can
use the Donate button at www.STARALLIANCE.org, or write or call us with your questions and ideas.
(Due to our all-volunteer reality at present, please be persistent.) Consider arranging a meeting or
conference call, media interview, cooperative presentation, panel discussion, or clear-headed party.
How about a fun, educational activity for students, friends, families, neighbors, schools, agencies,
service groups, and business teams? Remember:
• Everyone Can Be a Star!™ —and— Teamwork Makes the Dream Work!™ •
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